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WHY WOULD YOUR EMPLOYER PAY
FOR COACHING?
Coaching is a highly effective personal development
tool. The key to encouraging your employer to
invest in coaching is to establish what the
organisation will gain as a result. Consider the
following questions:
How would the organisation benefit from you
undertaking 1:1 coaching?
How would you as an individual benefit from
undertaking 1:1 coaching?
How could you 'pay it forward' and share the
skills that you have developed as a result of 1:1
coaching with others in your organisation?
The specific reasons as to why an employer would
fund 1:1 coaching vary according to your
circumstances but could include:
Improve individual and team performance;
Improve client service and satisfaction;
Enhance employee creativity leading to better
decision making, healthy risk taking and
increased innovation;

Increase employee engagement and improve
retention rates;
Reduce employee stress levels;
Improve performance and productivity;
Demonstrate organisational commitment to
people development;
Improve diversity and inclusion across the
organisation by supporting minority groups;
Empower individuals and encourage them to
take responsibility for their career development.

CREATE A COMPELLING CASE FOR
COACHING
It is important that you create a compelling case to
present to your employer to encourage them to to
pay for your coaching. You can do this by:
Clearly articulating why you want to work with a
coach;
Explaining the benefits to your employer;
Demonstrating that you have done your
research;
Presenting options and a preferred solution.

How to
convince
your
employer to
pay for
coaching

CLEARLY ARTICULATE WHY YOU
WANT TO WORK WITH A COACH
Spend some time exploring and identifying exactly
what you hope to achieve as a result of the
coaching relationship.
Write this down and redraft it a few times until you
have a succinct explanation of why working with a
coach will benefit you and the organisation.
Be clear about why you want to work with a coach
as opposed to attending a workshop or training
programme.

EXPLAIN THE BENEFITS TO YOUR
EMPLOYER
If you want your employer to invest in you then you
need to be able to outline the return they can
expect to get on that investment.
The specific benefits will vary depending on your
situation but may include:

Financial Return on Investment
Estimate a projected monetary figure for the
Return on Investment your organisation can
expect;
Your goal is to demonstrate that the investment
will not only pay for itself but over time, the
company will increase it's profits either through
increased sales, productivity or performance or
decrease expenses through retention.
Time Savings
Less time away from the workplace as
compared to attending lengthy training
courses;
Rapid development of skills in a timely manner.
Flexibility
Targeted support to address your specific
development needs;
The content of coaching can be flexed as
develoment needs change.
Impact on Organisational Eco-System
Having experienced coaching for yourself you
are able to share this experience with others in
the organisation;
You can contribute to a coaching culture that is
the face of the modern day workplace.

Coaching
works some stats
to prove it

RESEARCH AND STATS TO
SUPPORT YOUR CASE FOR
COACHING
According to the International Coaching
Federation's (ICF) Global Coaching Study:
The ROI for companies can be significant.
The vast majority (86%) of those able to
provide figures to calculate company ROI
indicated that their company had at least made
their investment back;
The ROI for companies is quite a bit higher with
a median return of 7 times the initial
investment;
In fact, almost one fifth (19%) indicated an ROI
of at least 50 (5000%) times the initial
investment while a further 28% saw an ROI of
10 to 49 times the investment.
According to the same study:
80% of people who receive coaching report
increased self-confidence;
Over 70% benefit from improved work
performance, relationships, and more effective
communication skills.

A study conducted by Monte Wyatt involving
FORTUNE 1000 companies who engaged coaches
for change and growth coaching, reported the
following:
Observable productivity increases reported by
53% of executives;
Increase in Customer service – 39%;
Reducing customer complaints – 34%;
Retaining executives who received coaching –
32%;
Cost reductions – 23%;
Increase in Bottom-line profitability – 22%;
Improved working relationships with direct
reports – reported by 77% of executives;
Improved working relationships with immediate
supervisors – reported by 71% of executives;
Improved teamwork – reported by 67% of
executives;
Improved working relationships with peers –
reported by 63% of executives;
Increased job satisfaction – 61%;
Conflict reduction – 52%;
Increased organizational commitment – 44%;
Improved working relationships with clients –
37%.

How to
articulate
your funding
request

DEMONSTRATE THAT YOU HAVE
DONE YOUR RESEARCH
Check whether your organisation has a list of
preferred coaching suppliers that they work
with;
If not, do your own research. You may want to
speak to a number of different coaches to find
the coach that best matches your needs;
Share your research with your employer and
either ask them to contribute to the decision
making process or present your preferred
option to them.

PRESENT A SOLUTION
The most effective way to present a solution to your
employer is in a face to face meeting. Use the
information in this document to help you prepare
for the meeting and be prepared to answer your
employer's specific questions. If approrpriate, you
can invite your potential coach to attend the
meeting as well.
You can adapt this pro-forma to set up the meeting:

Dear X
As you know I have been researching options to help me
to continue to grow professionaly.
Given the stage of my career and my desired future
progression with <Company Name> I feel that it would be
beneficial for me to work 1:1 with a coach to allow me to
address my development needs <Insert more detail> in a
targeted and efficient manner.
Does <Name of Company> provide funding for coaching
like this?
I have researched a number of options and have identified
a coach that I believe is a good match for where I am in
my career and for my specific development needs.
Further details can be found here
<https://nicolasemple.com/wpcontent/uploads/2021/11/Nicola-Semple_Career-andConfidence-Coaching.pdf>
To summarise, Nicola suggests a programme of X weeks
at an investment of £X.
Are you available to discuss more sometime in the next
week?
Best wishes
<Your Name>
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